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ABSTRACT

/in unusually well observed limb flare occurred on 2h June* 1906* ‘Ihe 
lines bkTl} li-713, 1*922 and 66?8 of neutral He. is.686 of ionized He, and HcC 
and H (5 appear strongly in the spectra® The intensities of U6B6a
k m  and u922 are about equal* The temperature of the flare is deduced 
by comparing the Doppler half-widths of the helium and hydrogen lines 9 
and3 more accurately, from the relative intensities of 1*686 and lih?l« Both 
methods give roughly 30,000 degrees*

Tiie anomalous excitation of U713 and 1*922 are studied in terms of the 
helium equilibrium* It is found that at liigh temperature and densities 
these lines, as well as certain other helium lines ^are strongly excited 
relative to hh71 and 08?6 by collisions from the l^S ground state of 
helium* The conditions necessaiy are Te 30,000 degree and 110 y  3 >■ 10x%

I . OBSERVATION

On 2h June, 1956  ̂ 1300 UT, a flare occurx*ed in an active region on 
ths west limb of the sun,, This flare was coincident with a sudden short 
wave fadeout of impoi*tance 3-* although the flare was classified only as 
importance 1«0 Classification of flares at the limb is  difficulty but i t  
appears that ‘ihe event was a large one* The flare x-?as well observed at 
Climax and at Sacramento Peak, with a series of spectra at graded heights 
being obtained at the former., and direct cinematograms in HOC at ths latter * 
A sudden cosmic noise absorption (SCNA) was observed in Boulder starting 
at 1207 UT, and a sudden enhancement of atmospherics began at 1300® The 
SCNA produced a maximum absorption of 22# at 1303 UT. this is quits a. 
high value for the time of day (0603 M5T)C

•̂Figure 1 is a series of HCC photographs depicting tiie progress of 
the flareu Tha spectra obtained at Climax cover the region HCC -66?8j, 
and the region IjliOO- 5000 Aa In the latter region, spectra were obtained 
at five graded height intervals of 1*000 km each above the limb., Sam® of
figu res 1 and 2 have not been reproduced here but w ill appear in the 
final paper®



these spectra are reproduced in Figure 2a All the spectra were stand
ardised by means of the solar disk itself® However, the precise 
attenuation of the filte r  used is not accurately deterrdned as yet. so 
the listed absolute values (in terms of the intensity of the solar 
continuum) are only nominal* The relative photometry of the lines is 
quite reliable, On the other hand, certain inconsistencies point up the 
fact that we do not always look at precisely tha same point of the solar 
atmosphere with different wave lengths„

The most striking feature of the spectra obtained is the strong 
relative enhancement of the helium lines in the flare« The lines lij*71, 
1*713» h9 22 and 6678 of neutral helium are a ll quite strong lelative to 
D3 and HcC * as is the 1*686 line of ionised helium The occurrence of 
JUU7I 5. 6678 and U686 has been noted many years ago0 Table 1 shows the 
relative intensities of helium lines referrred to ltU71 as measured by: 
Column 1# Richardson and Minkowski (1939) in flaresj Column 2, Athay 
and Menzel (1956) in the chromosphere; and Column 3, the present worko 
Comparison of the firs t  tiro columns shows that 6678 had already been 
noted as enhanced in flares relative to the other helium lines* The 
increased intensity of the lines 1*713 am 1*922 has not# to my knowledge,, 
been observed before0 *0ne purpose of the present paper is to elucidate 
the physical conditions that give rise to this phenomenon*.

Figure 3 shows a simplified energy level diagram for helium., on 
which the important lines, together with their spontaneous transition 
probabilitiesc appear0 Under normal conditions of excitation, the 
triplet helium lines should have relative intensities given by?
(a) their transition probabilities,  multiplied by (b) Boltzmann 
distribution factor corresponding to 6000°K«, times (c) a dilution factor 
of (Jefferies 19559 Zirin 1956a)* Thus lines originating at levels 
of the same excitation potential should have relative intensities equal 
to their relative sta tistica l weights multiplied by their relative 
transition probabilities,, I f  kb had a pure recombination spectrum,* then 
ihe intensities would be proportional to the sta tistica l weights orQy0 
For examplea the relative intensities of UU71 and 1*713 would be
3$ x « 1 7 „i in  the f ir s t  case, and 15/3 ~ 5 in  the 3 econd0 The 
3 U»6 relative intensity obtained by Athay and Menzel in the 

chromosphere is  13 *7 o

The four helium lines appearing on the spectra in the H $ region 
have been measured on the recording microphotonster of the High Altitude 
Observatorys along with H 9 0 The intensities obtained are presented5 
along with the measured half-widths s in Table 20 Designations a and b

"̂ The same intensification of heliuja lines appears on spectra ju st 
recently obtained (12 November 1956) at Climax0 These spectra show 
the strongest yellow line (>  5691*) yet recorded at Climax, as well as 
the rare A 5U1*5 coronal line 0 In loop prominence  ̂ at the same point 
on the limb 3 \  k'tSS and 7\ lt713 appear as strong, or stronger than 
y\ kh71<? There also appears a prominence line at 51*11*5 A, «hich is  
due to the 7“*  U (Brackett X ) transition in ionized helium.-, These 
spectra are presently being analysed*



TABLE I

RELATIVE INTENSITIES OF HE LINES 21 FLARES AND IN THE CHROMOSPHERE

Richardson At bay rnd Mens e l Zirin
& Minkowski

Flare Cliraaosphere Flare

hhn  l  1 1
U6B6 3 021 1

ii713 ,073 1
[#22 <>0$6 1

£8?6 3 11.8

6678 2 .31 > 5

T.ABI£ 2

LENE INTENSITIES AND HMMIDTHS W  THE JUNE 2i-.th FLARE 
(Intensity in nomml units 10rf3 soLar continuum at )

m \\ hhll U6Q6  U?13 H  ̂ 1*922
1 23,8 32*8 23<>2 in sp ill in sp ill

„3>9A 082A /?l\A

2 13UoH 151 1^1 in sp ill in sp ill
<>9£A I jOBA *7? A

3 in sp ill 65 U2»2 1080 99*8
e66A ,6 9A lo??A 0?iiA

3a* » 33 18 2820
1«,7^A 1«80A 2o7^A

I 61-6 < 1  < 1  130
,,82 A

Ua* 128 3<>k 2S6 879 133
a92A 1«07A 082 A

Chromosphere 13<>7 0,29 1 0c7?

■̂ Refers to a different position angle 5 saxoe graded height



refer to different position angles at tha same height, Tha intensities 
are given on an arbitrary scr&es but one unit equals roughly 20U x 10“5 
of the solar continuum at that wave lengths ChaeanoBpheric intensities 
are from the paper of Athay and Menzel* Measurements of 6678 were also 
made, but it  was unfortunately somewhat overexposedc. On the fifth  graded 
height step of the 6678 aeries its  intensity is greater than 0*085 of the 
solar continuum* Allowing for tho difference in continuum intensities s we 
conclude that 6678 is at least twelve times brighter than ld;7i in this 
flare c.

One very interesting point is apparent from tlie Table and from Figure 2* 
In the fourth graded height step the H ̂  emission comes frcara two position 
angles j at one, the profile is  broad, at the other, narrow* Tlie u922, Ji?13 
and L1686 lines are only evident at the position angle of the broad E $ 
feature, and there they show broad but faint emission,. The 14*71 behaves 
very differently® I t  shows a broad, feature corresponding to the other 
helium lines, somewhat brighter than then; but it  shcs?s a much stronger 
feature corresponding to tha narrow II 8 emissions, Thus the UU71 emission 
seems to be stronger in the coaler part of the flare*

Of course, this points up an unresolved difficu lty that we always 
face, namely that we are never sure the different emissions case from the 
a sine region of the flare or prominence we are studying* On the other 
hand, i f  their two dimensional extent is the same, i t  is  reasonable to 
assume the third dimension to be similar as well*

Although unfortunately the H emission lines are denser than the 
most dense standard on a ll the spectra, i t  is  possible to extrapolate the 
characteristic curve, which is  fa irly straight in thi3 region* and obtain 
a rough profile» I did so and fitted  this profile Hith a Doppler profile? 
including damping and self-absorption. A good f i t  is obtained for graded 
height 3a with a T* of 3»3 at the line center and a Doppler half-width of 
l*oj>Au Shis value*, when compared with the heliua half-widths at this 
point gives a kinetic temperature of 39*000 degrees,, Of course, this value 
is  subject to errors, but we shall later see that these errors are prob
ably not too serious„

IXo THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION
Now wo are to explain the anomalous relative intensities cf these 

lines„ We know the flare i3 hot frcsa the Doppler profiles and the 
appearance of 1*686* We can, in fact., get a very good measure of the 
temperature from the intensity of U6865 since this is very sensitive to 
temperature* We therefore calculate this intensity first*

To calculate the U686 intensity and its ratio to other helium lines 
we need a model cf the neutral, heliuri equilibrium* This has been cal
culated by Jefferies (1955) and by Zirin (1956a)* The former calculation 
neglects photoionization ana ccllisional ionization from 'the upper triplets6 
which leads to occupation nuzahers for the triplets which, are too high. The* 
latter has a numerical error in the calculation of Gi00*20l 5 also 
leaves out collisions! ionisation from tlie triplets, an effect that becomes



RATIO OF ^ jA h l 0? NEUTRAL TO IONIZED HELIUM

?e (I0?i) 1.0 1.5 2.0 1& 5.0 10*0 20*0

Ni/Uxx 02S7 x IO6 29U 8,51 G*62ii 3.75 x 10“*3 1*32 x IO41 1,23 x 10^ 

NttA ttt 2,? x 10s 7*7 0*012 .77 x 10“3

TABLE 3a

3V\I



OCCUPATION NUMBER OP IHE 233 STATE OF HELIUM

TABLE 3b

He IO * * 5 x 10H IO3-2 5  X  1 0 1 2 10 ^ -3  c n r 3

Te
1*0 x 30** 3,95 x 10~? 1*975' x 1Q“6 3„26 x 10 9*6 x IO”6 12*6 x IO*"6 Mo Nn

1„5 x 10^ 3 » 0 3 1.3U 2 , 3 2 5*7 7 * 0

2 , 0  x  3 ^ 2 , 3 6 0,»9U 1*62 3 , 3 9 3<.93
2o5> x 10̂ 1 , 7 1 0*68 1 » 0 7 2*00 2 , 2 5

5 x 10̂ 0 , 7 3 0 0„26 o »38U 0*615 0 ,6 7

1 0 * O 02 2 9 0»0?6f> 0 . 1 0 8 0,161 0 , 1 7 2

2 x IO-1’ 0 U1 I 9 0 ,0 3 9 6 0.0561 0 * 0 3 3 5 0 .0 3 9 U



important at the hî h. densities of flares,, These defects have been 
remedied in Table 3., which gives % /% i (neutral: singly ionized), 
Ktj/ Httt (singly ionized: doubly ionized) and II(23S) for various 
densities and temperatures »

Bow 1*686 can be excited in two probable ways, viEa: by reccmbina- 
tion frcsn He III, and by photosxcxtati.cn from the ground state (the 
rate of eollisiosal excitation is slow)* In a recent note (Zirin 1956b)
I calculated tiie U686 emission by the firs t  process0 R. Go Athay pointed 
out to ne that the intensity of I16Q6 ia the chromosphere is  so great 
that i t  mu3t be excited by tha second process,, Reflection imediately 
shows -this to be tiie case, for at almost any temperature above 15_,000 
degrees there is enough He II for the gas to be optically deep in ths 
l2S-!|2p transition® Thonthe occupation number of the upper level of 
!i686 w ill be given by a Boltzmann distribution* with an excitation tem
perature equal to the kinetic teroperature, viz:

where the subscripts give the n, L, and S of the levels in question* 
Since almost a ll the He II is  ia  the ground states Nio|* « Hn* The 
spontaneous transition probability for U686 w ill be the sues of the A5s 
to 32S and 32£ * and is  09528 x  10«u Therefore tho emission of i>686 
photons per cm3 per see is

Tiiis quantity is  set forth in Table k„ Jumping ahead, we can compare it  
with the intensities of the other He lines. x-Jhich we calculate belowf and 
which are in Table 5o We note that the temperature of our case must be 
around 30,000 degrees. The h.686 emission varies so violently Kith tempera
ture (even more than is shown, for is increasing too) that this 
determination Eiust be relatively insensitive to errors in the physical 
constants, so long as the physical model adopted is correct»

Having fixed the temperature of our flare, we now can look for 'die 
reason for the enhancement of the various lines mentioneda To find this 
we need go no farther than th© experimental work oi’ Lees (1932) and Thieme 
(1932) on the excitation of helium by electron collisions, The cross- 
section for excitation of 1&713 is  outstandingly strong,, raore than twice 
’that for excitation of Ui?l>> This is  because the exchange process that 
makes the transition frm  singlets to triplets possible has a strong 
maximum for lew electron energies 5 which makes angular manentum transfer 
•unlikely* The cross-section for excitation of h922 Is about cne-half ‘that 
of ii713, but the maximum is much wider (plotted vs„ energy) 0

~S/e.An/^r

^ t o  J'z.
(1)

-  <?• r

(2)



TABLE k

EMISSION OF 1*686 PHOTONS (em” 3sec*,%-.^^

TG (10^) 1 .0  1*5 2 ,0  2*5 3 ,0  3o5 5 ,0  10 20

Fh686 3,09 x 10“16 1 .11  s  10-9 2*22 x  10“5 ? c92 x 10-3 0SU*0 7*25 UiiO U.26 x 10^ 832U x 106

4
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Th© rate of collisional excitation of ii-713 can easily be computed 
(using tlie cross-section measured by Lees) using an expression very 
similar to that given for GlCO~2C)l in W  earlier paper (Zirin 1956a)#
It is

C . oo- ho, £ °/ A r  (3)

i^iere E0 is  the excitation potential; and

-  -  ( t r  VX/d**)
And the rate of emission o f hT-O is :

^ V7/3 "** SL. / / * 2 > o  f  ^  V 7 /J

the second tern being the normal excitation of It713 from 23s a This ^ate 
is tabulated in Table 5® For Na and T small., the second term predominates «, 
and vice versa„

The rate of excitation of 1*922 is  given by a formula very similar to 
equation (3) except that the maximum of the cross-section curve is  so 
broad that <sw't- and we have

' /v  r ^ f S o M r  + 0  e ' £ ‘ M r - ^
(5)

The rate of emission of i*922 5s

~ A /e  M ott C tc^t'i.o  *  rr ¥?.i .j. (6)

where the second term denotes the fact that the line is  also excited by 
other sources (ec,gffJ from the other singlet states) which we really cannot 
estimate accurately*. I f  we use just the firs t term* the rate differs only 
by a factor 2 frc® ^Ull3 y therefore there is  no point to tabulating it .

The rate of emission of hh71 is given by a simple formula; as i t  is 
excited principally by the 6000 degree photospheric radiation with a 
dilution factor |-o Thus the emission due to this process is  the Boltzmann 
factor times N2CCL times tlie spontaneous transition probability,, To this 
we add collisional excitations frcra 1~S, which w ill ba at a rate half that 
of U713* which we have already calculated., Therefore

~ 7 SO if' /^ i o/ A//ii0 £ / oc~*/2~/ ^

This is  tabulated in Table 5«
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TABLE 5

SESSION OF Ur/1 AND h;m  (FHOTONS/craVsQC/ft II leu)

Ke
m

I qII 5  x XO11 10*2 5 X 10̂ 2 103-3

l o0 x 10** 0,,Li3 x 10̂ 3 o321 x 10“2 0,36 x I0~2 1,19 x 100,2 l a6 x 10'

1.5 X  lok 5 ,0 6 2023 3.9k 9,9 12,6
Odil 0.19 0*3U 1.1 1̂ 8

2*0 x 10^ 3»9h 1*65 2.86 6oii2 8.07
M 0*21 o*Uo 1.5U 2.80

205 x IQ** 2«86 1*21 lo93 I 0O3 5o.Xb
.ia 0.18 0»33 l.j-30 2.U3

5*0 x 10^ 1®22 0,512 0.796 1.81 2.6?
*32 OolU9 0*287 1,30 2,56

10* 0*382 0.251 0,237 0,55)4 0o856
0ull3 0,053 0*102 0„U72 0«929

2*0 x 10* ol 99 0.073 oao7 0e205 0,281
,033 OoOlii 0*027 0.113 0.219



From Table 1* we see the physical conditions under which the emission 
from 1*713 and 1*1*71 are roughly equal. The 1*733 emission increases with 
temperature and linearly with density, up t i l l  the temperature where Nioo 
has become very small«> The 1*1*71 emission fa lls  o ff with temperature* It 
increases with density up to the point where collisional ionisation of the 
triplets becomes important, and after that it  is independent of density,. 
Thus at higher temperatures and densities the 1*733 emission catches up 
with tho 1*1*71 emission0 Unfortunately^ tho broad range of conditions under 
which we get equal intensities means that we can only set lower limits to 
temperature and density* Ibis lim it would appear to be 25>000 degrees in 
temperature and about 2 x  10̂ 2 ia  electron density. Since s however, we 
can fix  the electron temperature accurately in two ways, v isa, by Doppler 
profile aid by the 1*686 emission* we can also fix  a loser limit for the 
density in the flare* In our case the lower lim it is  around 5 x  10^2$ for 
T© is evidently 30*000 degrees0

From the considerations discussed here, i t  is  possible to predict the 
relative enhancement of other helium lines in flares and hot prominences« 
The 33P-33s transition, A  3089, was found by both lees and Thieme to have 
a very high excitation cross-section* The former finds this cross-section 
3®5 times that for 1*713, the latter finds a factor 1*5® Therefore, the 
radiation in 3889 must be much enhanced 3 Tlie same may be said, to a lesser 
extent * for other lines with appreciable esaitation cross-sections* Some 
of these are* the lines originating from 3s states: 7065, 1*121, 3867j 
lin©3 frcsa P̂ states, such as 5d6 and 3961*; lines from 3S states, like 
501*7 and 7283; and lines from states, such as 6678 aid 1*387, as well as 
1*922. already mentioned*

A partial confirmation of the prediction concerning 3888 is evident 
frcra the work of Athay and Crrall (1956)* They measured the line 
intensities in a moderately hot, dense prominence observed at the eclipse 
of 1952a Their intensities for certain lines of interest appear below in 
Table 6»

TABLE 6

INTENSITIES OF PR0MINEHCE HUES (AFTER ATHAY Al® 0HRALL)

1*861 1*31*0 1*102 3889 3815 3800 5876 1*1*71
Ident H? H JT H c f H8 39 H10 D3
Log E ll*»66 11**32 13.99 1U«22 12*91 12*71 ll*e>l*6 13  060

I f  we interpolate between H<T and R9$ there is  no doubt that log E for H8 
must be less than 13&2* so the intensity measured is  almost wholly that of 
3888 o f  helium* This gives the ratio 3838 : 1*1*71 : D3 as 1 : 0*1* s 209o 
In the chromosphere Athay and Menzel find 1 t l e2 : 10© Thus 3888 is  en
hanced by a factor 3» Athay and Orrall suggest that the temperature of 
the prominence is  abcut 20,000 degrees and the density, 2«5 x  lOH* Since 
3888 has the largest excitation cross-section of the He lines and lies



fa irly  low, i t  is  the firs t  to be enhanced as temperature and density 
increase„ Thus i t  is tho only He line enhanced in this case,, In a 
quiescent prcsninence on June 27 s 1956 s I found 3608 to be only one 
third more intense than H8* In this case the temperature determined 
from Doppler profiles was only around 10*,000 degrees,

I 3hould like to express ray thanks to Mr. Richard T. Hansen for 
obtaining the flare spectra at Climax> to Dr, John W, Evans of the 
Sacramento Peak Observatory for making available prints of the Sacramento 
Peak Observatory filmss and to Dr« R9 G„ Athay for many discussions on 
this problem.

This work was supported by the Qffice of Naval Research through 
contract Nonr 393 (Oi0t.
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